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Evolution is the paperless workflow solution for healthcare.
Access Evolution is the next
generation in electronic forms.

Introducing Evolution from Access e-Forms, a leader in 

electronic forms for the healthcare industry. Evolution 

is the next generation in electronic forms. It will 

revolutionize the way you work. Evolution provides a 

truly paperless workflow environment for the paper 

intensive healthcare industry.

At Access e-Forms we have listened to the needs of 

industry. The result is a software solution that connects 

both your people and your data to improve your 

workflow process. From input to retrieval to data 

management, Evolution alleviates the paper shuffle 

while keeping processes flowing accurately and 

securely across the enterprise.

Simply put, Evolution will revolutionize the way you work 

in a truly paperless environment.

Access Evolution fits in and
increases operational efficiency.

The benefits of Evolution when combined with your 

current healthcare information system (HIS) are 

numerous. Evolution will help you to reduce your 

administrative costs by accelerating form and 

document-based business processes. All the while, 

Evolution keeps people connected and content moving 

throughout the distributed enterprise.

With Evolution, there’s no need to change the way you 

work. It is built to suit your unique business’ policies 

and procedures. Both flexible and secure, Evolution 

incorporates sophisticated security capabilities 

to enhance the accuracy and protection of your 

data. What’s more Evolution allows nearly universal 

connectivity to any open database.

The healthcare 

industry has called 

upon information 

technology to help 

create efficiency 

through improved 

workflows. Access 

Evolution was 

designed with 

workflow efficiency 

and enhanced data 

access in mind, 

knowing that both 

have enormous 

impact on the 

quality of patient 

care as well as the 

financial health of 

the care providers.

Advantages of integrating Evolution.
The advantages of integrating Evolution into your present HIS:

Web-based access – fill out forms online

No client software required – works with Web browser

Intelligent workflow replicates your policies and procedures      

alleviating manual processes

No limitations – enterprise licensing for unlimited users of both   

public or private forms

Incorporates both clinical and business workflow processes

Data and forms are truly portable and readily accessible

Connect people and data utilizing intelligent workflow

Forms can be built easily to match their printed counterpart

Point-to-point routings automatically, electronically

Sign forms electronically, securely

Archive documents directly into your imaging system

Ask your Access e-Forms sales representative for more 

detailed information. 

Your business will grow with
Access Evolution.

Evolution is a complete software solution from a company you 

can trust. Access e-Forms has been delivering leading edge 

products to enhance healthcare information systems for over 

seven years. Since inception, Access e-Forms has provided 

healthcare professionals with toolsets to build customized 

software solutions.

We began with our Patient Flow System (PFS) that allows you to 

prepare hospital documents exactly the way you want, and 

distribute them to any point for printing, faxing, e-mailing and 

archiving. We followed PFS with the e-Forms Repository which  

provides robust document management functionality and easy 

print-on-demand capabilities for the clinical areas, as well as 

comprehensive downtime patient registration features.

Both products were key to developing our newest 

toolset, Access Evolution—the truly paperless workflow solution.

Your paperless
environment awaits.

Access Evolution is the next logical step 
in forms automation—the development 
of a truly paperless environment for 
hospital clinicians and administrators. 
Moving from pre-printed and electronic 
forms to a forms-driven but totally 
paperless solution is as easy as Access 
Evolution. Our newest system gives you 
the ability to generate the form online, sign 
it online and write it directly to imaging, 
thereby keeping the entire process 
paperless, out of the shredder, and into a 
HIPAA-compliant solution.

For an interactive demo on how we can 
help you better organize your medical 
data, please visit our website at 
www.accessevo.com.

In combination with your current HIS, Evolution delivers 

significant cost savings and increased customer satisfaction. 


